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The Elusive Orgasm: A Woman's Guide to Why She Can't and How She Can Orgasm
Open Preview See a Problem? I'd hate for the author to promise that I'll be having multiple orgasms every time. Zayneb rated it did not like it Sep
09, In easy to read language, The Elusive Orgasm provides a full overview of women's sexual pleasure, covering sexual triggers, stages of arousal,
the power of mind, and how women differ from men. Are you one of the thirty percent of women who has difficulties with orgasm? Details if other
:. Longtime clinical psychologist and sex therapist Dr. Trivia About The Elusive Orgas Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to
read. Other Editions 5. In easy to read language, The Elusive Orgasm provides a full overview of women's sexual pleasure, covering sexual
triggers, stages of arousal, the power of mind, and how women differ from men. Mary Kay Kennell rated it really liked it Sep 14, I am sooooo
dissapointed to read this book. No trivia or quizzes yet. Friend Reviews. This book should be a "must read" for all women. Jasmine St. Some part
of each of us is. Find Us Here! Get A Copy. Original Title. Self Help. Vivienne Cass reveals all the causes of women's orgasm difficulties -- and
how to remedy them. Anastasia rated it really liked it Oct 07, Oh, and one more thing- I like how this book is lesbian-friendly. Vivienne Cass
reveals all the causes of women's orgasm difficulties-and how to remedy them. Katrin rated it liked it Mar 06, Vivienne Cass reveals all the causes
of women's orgasm difficulties — and how to remedy them. Fantasies are the freeing element of your mind's artistic creative side. Longtime clinical
psychologist and sex therapist Dr. Want to Read saving…. Nicole Zausmer rated it it was The Elusive Orgasm: A Womans Guide to Why She
Cant and How She Can Orgasm May 04, More Details Her tables, descriptions and pointers have helped me to analyse where my problems and
issues are, and have given me an idea of how to take my own personal growth. There is no reason to believe that people are so simple that they
need to match their fantasies to their real lives. I hope by now you have figured out what really matters is whether you are interested in sex. This
book is not yet featured on Listopia. Error rating book. It has some very useful stratagies mired like Gulliver in the strings of the Lilliputians. It's up
to me to, well, practice. Tamar rated The Elusive Orgasm: A Womans Guide to Why She Cant and How She Can Orgasm it was amazing Aug
28, Burgundy Hubert rated it it was amazing Dec 16, Dr Vivienne Cass is a clinical psychologist and approaches About the Author Vivienne Cass,
PhD is a clinical psychologist and sex therapist with over thirty years of experience. Cynthia Sundstedt rated it really liked it Dec 25, To see what
your friends thought of this book, please sign up. VC's ideas about fantasies are NOT helpful. Return to Book Page. Kiersten rated it it was ok
May 14, Readers also enjoyed. Teresa Tunstall rated it it was ok Jul 23, Are you one of the thirty percent of women who has difficulties with
orgasm? There is no reason that you can't learn many ways to have O's including orally, anally, with cane's!
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